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The dielectric properties of wet and dry natural snow were studied In the frequency range of 50 Hz to 100 kHz to deterrnlne wfether measurements made In this frequency range might prove useful in evaluating the water content of snow. Dielectric heating at 20 kHz proved a very useful means of modifying the water content from 0 to 30% by weight. Six different natural snows were used in these experiments. Meltwater was analyzed for conductivity, pH, and Impurity content. In addition to developing Information on the dielectric properties of wet and dry snow, we measured the changes produced in dry snow by altering Its density overthe range of 0. 11 to 0.66 g/cm 3 . Details of the experimental technique and the data obtained are fully reported. Our results do not lead to optimism about the usefulness of measurements In this frequency range alone for the determination of water content.
For conversion of SI metric units to U.SJBrltlsh customary units of measurement consult ASTM Standard E380, Mfr Ptce Gukde, published by the American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race St., PhIladelphia, Pa. 19103. This report Is printed on paper that contains a minimum of 50% recycled material. Figure 1 shows the approximate dielectric constant for ice at 0°C as a function of frequency (solid line). The Knowledge of the free water content of snowfields is dielectric constant of water is also shown (dashed line). important in snow mechanics, hydrology, avalanche It would appear that one might easily determine the control and in satellite imagery interpretation. Various water content of the snow by combining a very low fretechniques for determining the water content of snow quency measurement of effective dielectric constant (in have been employed, but these measurements must be which the contributions of the water and the ice are nearmade by teams in the field. Direct methods reviewed by ly equal) and a high-frequency measurement in which Boyne and Fisk (1990) include melting and freezing they are very different. However, avarietyofthingsdiscalorimetry, alcohol calorimetry and ionic dilution.
TABLES
tort the low-frequency end of the ice spectrum, as is Electrical methods have focused on measurements of shown by the dotted line. These include impurities and the dielectric properties at frequencies at which the dielectrode polarization effects. As frequency increases, electric constant of water is high and that of ice is low, the importance of these anomalies decreases but we get generally above 1 MHz. These methods, reviewed by into the dispersion part of the curve where the calcula- Denoth et al. (1984) , also involve field studies because tions become more difficult. they require an independent measurement of density. Figure 2 shows the approximate dispersion with freClearly, it would be highly desirable to be able to make quency of the conductivity of pure ice (solid line) and of free water determinations by remote sensing orby autopure water calculated from the relaxation (dashed line). matic instruments that can be interrogated remotely Again one might hope to be able to infer the relative without the need for field measurements.
amounts of water and ice in a sample by measurements A wide spectrum of frequencies has been explored at two frequencies, one well below the ice dispersion for electrical methods of determining the free water and one above. However, as is shown in Figure 2 , the content of snow, the most popular being the UHF or low-frequency end of the dispersion flattens out due to microwave ranges. It is here that water has a high dielecthe DC conductivity of ice and to the presence of other tric constant (about 88 at 0 0 C) and ice a low dielectric low-frequency dispersions. Moreover, both the DC constant (about 4), thus providing good contrast to conductivity of ice and the strength of the dispersion are reveal the presence of water. Typically these measuresensitive to impurities in the ice. More important still, ments focus on the behavior at one frequency only. In the DC conductivity of water is dominated by ions. The this study, we have chosen to see what might be learned thermal dissociation of water alone gives pure water a from measuring the dielectric response over the lowresistivity at room temperature of 5 x 105 ohm-m. Disfrequency range in which ice has a Debye dispersion.
solved CO 2 from the atmosphere can decrease this to Our thought was that by knowing the dispersion prop-2 x 104 ohm-in. The respective conductivities are also erties of ice, measurements at several frequencies over shown in Figure 2 as dashed lines. Since additional imthe dispersion region might provide simultaneous equapurity will raise the conductivity even further, this tions the solution of which would yield the water conbaseline is very strongly dependent on impurities. We tent without an independent measurement of density.
conclude that the measurement of dielectric constant is The argument is given in more detail below, more promising than that of dielectric loss. Camp et al. 1967) .
Although the low-fre- It can be automated in the field, almost in real time.
instead of CA + Cw + Ci in the parallel case. As shown in Figures I and 2 , the dielectric properties As a specific illustration, let us supposefA = 0.8,f 1 = of ice change rapidly in the dispersion range, while 0.15 andfw = 0.05. For the parallel case (eq 1), using ki those of water are essentially constant. Thus we should (low) = 100, k, = 88, and ki (high) = 3.5, be able to separate the effects of water and ice by measurements at different frequencies. We pick an overly Cmeas (low freq) = 20.2cv simplified case for illustration.
Let us suppose that the various components of a samCmeas (high freq) = 5.73Ej. pIe, ice, water and air, could be modeled as acting in parallel as shown in Figure 3 , a unit cube. If electrodes
In the series case , we would have, are applied at the top and the bottom, the contributions to the measured capacitance of each material would be Cmeas (series) = r0 l (3) in parallel. LetfA,fw, andfi, be the volume fractions of fA + f/ki + fJkw 3 each material and CA, Cw and Ci the partial capacitances due to air, water and ice. respectively. Using F-0 as the Cmea (low freq) = 1.247F-o permittivity of free space (air) and kw and ki as the dielectric constants of water and ice, we have C meaCmeas (high freq) = 1. 86cO. sured (Cm) given by These approximate the two extreme cases for the possiCm = CA + Cw + Ci = E0(fA + kvJ, + k/). (1) ble grain structure of snow, parallel columns and series plates. Thus, from the measurements themselves, one Also might be able to infer something about the grain structure. However, the situation is even more complicated fA Jw +fA = 1 (unit cube).
(2) than this. Temperate snow is a complex structure of grains of ice of various shapes in series and parallel Since ki (high frequency) is very different from ki combinations with water that has electrical conductiv-(low frequency), if we measure C at both high and low ity as well as dielectric constant. (This is also a problem frequencies, we have three different independent equawith microwave measurements.) Thus in the end, the tions and thrce unknowns. Therefore, we should be able measurements must be calibrated against samples hayto solve for fA, fw and .i, without an independent ing known properties. But these complicating factors measurement of density. Unfortunately the situation is have their positive side as well. If we measure at a nummore complicated for two basic reasons. The first is ber of points over the range of the Debye dispersion, we electrical and has already been touched on. The second might be able to develop a set of profiles each of which is geometrical, is uniquely characteristic of a specific water content, The electrical problem with capacitance measuredensity and snow structure. The studies reported here ment is that the low frequency capacitance is complicatwere undertaken to explore this possibility. ed by electrode and impurity effects and the possibility
In this specific effort, we have been so far unsuccessof very low-frequency dispersions for ice, which have ful. However, in the process, we have developed what been reported in the literature (Camp et al. 1967, Von we believe is a significant tool for studies of wet snow, some useful insights into the process involved, and a
Modeling by computer body of specific information concerning the dielectric Because any electrical analog we might make inproperties of snow, both wet and dry, in this frequency volves the series-parallel interconnection of resistors region. In order to make this information generally and capacitors, an interactive computer program has available and useful we give in this report a rather debeen developed (using Microsoft Quick-Basic, version tailed account of our experiments and their results. We 4) that allows us to model resistance to capacitance have found no such extensive information in the litercircuits of almost any complexity. If we have a model in ature and hope that this work will provide a useful basis mind, we can try it out and plot its capacitance and confor theoretical or further experimental studies. ductance spectrum. We can also go to the other extreme and find out how tinkering with a circuit will change its characteristics. Figures 4 and 5 are examples of the first BACKGROUND process. We happened to have available dielectric spectra for portland cement samples and a model that had Literature review been proposed to describe two different states of curing. A computer search was conducted covering the folBy adjusting parameters, we were able to fit the data for lowing databases and years: "Information Service for cement cured only one day (Fig. 4) and cement cured 35 Physics and Engineering (INSPEC)," 1969 (INSPEC)," -1989 and days (Fig. 5) . Figures 6 and 7a are examples of the "Engineering Index," 1970 Index," -1989 . This was supplesecond process. We asked whether it was possible to mented by a manual search of the CRREL abstracts for create from resistors and capacitors alone a network that the years available to us. 1961-75. We are indebted to would have a dispersion curve in which the capacitance Ronald Atkins who has provided us with further titles would drop (and the conductance would rise) over a from the CRREL abstracts. All references that we have wide frequency range, not as frequency squared, but as found useful to this line of study are included in the frequency toalowerpower(as happens in snow). These Annotated Bibliography.
figures show that it can be done. Figure 6 shows that by
-9 20 2. Id°F doubling C per section and keeping G co.,stant, the total torted for this distribution of Debye relaxations. Both of capacitance can be made to fall as the first power of the these features show up in our data for snow. frequency from about 200 Hz to 20 kHz. Figure 7a shows that if C is "alved and G is doubled for each
Computer tools for data management succeeding section the total C falls and the total G rises and interpretation as the square root of frequency over about three deEach snow experiment involved ihe collection, procades. Figure 7b shows how the Cole semicircle is discessing and organization of a large variety of data.
6i
These data included time, sample temperature, plate the water content of a particular sample which remains separation, snow parameters, power measurement and undisturbed in the test cell. To this end, we have develdielectric properties as a function of frequency. The oped a method of electrically melting the sample itself. data entry, processing and organization was simplified
In doing this, two things are important: the heat genby the use of a computer spreadsheet (Quattro by Borerated must be uniformly deposited in the sample and it land)on a standard IBM AT microcomputer. The spreadmust be measurable with sufficient precision. Direct sheet was used for the calculation of snow water concurrent heating, perhaps the simplest approach, is unsattent. During the dielectric heating of the snow, the isfactory because once a liquid path has been created, power was calculated from the current, voltage and ionic conduction will cause most of the heat to be dephase measurements. Numerical integration of power posited along that path, which will become larger and during the heating process determined the heat input larger. To ensure that the energy is uniformly deposited and thus the water content. The spreadsheet was also in the ice itself, we use the heating due to dielectric loss used in calculating the conductivity and dielectric conin the ice. Thus we choose a frequency of the order of, stants, and the data for the logarithmic graphs and the or higher than, the Debye dispersion frequency for ice Cole plots.
(fD). If we used microwave heating, we would again To further analyze the data, an interactive, curvefind water absorbing much of the energy. Moreover, fitting program was written in Microsoft Quick-Basic, microwave heating would be hard to monitor. version 4.This program finds the parameters giving the We have chosen 20 kHz as our working frequency. best fit for a set of data to any type of polynomial speciThe power is monitored by measuring the voltage apfled by the user.
plied to the sample, the current through it and the phase angle between them. A Singer model LT PS-I1 oscillator EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN and power amplifier supplies up to 1600 V at 20 kHz from a 780-ohm source. Thus arbitrary increments of Dielectric measurements heat can be added to a sample in situ and dielectric measMeasurements were made of equivalent parallel urements can be made after each increment without capacitance Cp and equivalent parallel conductance Gp disturbing the sample. The circuit arrangement is shown using a General Radio 1615A bridge in the threein Figure 10 . terminal mode. The sample holders are shown in Fig- The most difficult aspect of this procedure is the ures 8 and 9. The signal source was a General Radio measurement of the phase angle, which changes signifi-1210-C oscillator and the detector was the General cantly with time. At the start, we monitored this using a Radio 1232-A tuned amplifier and null detector. The dual trace oscilloscope. More recently, we have been sample cells were placed inside an electrically shielded provided by CRREL with a Wavetek model 750 phase oven, which was itself inside a commercial chest type meter. We now use both. In two cases, we checked our freezer. The oven temperature was controlled by a water content as calculated by power measurement Cole-Palmer model 2159 Versatherm controller using against alcohol calorimetry. In one, the energy calculaa thermistor sensor. Sample and oven temperatures tion gave a 20% water content and the alcohol caloriwere monitored by Yellow Springs Instrument linearmeteravalueof23%.Intheothertheenergycalculation ized thermistors with digital readout on Keithley model gave 5% and the alcohol calorimetry 7.8%. To check 160 voltmeters. All probes were calibrated against a further on the alcohol calorimetric technique, we simHewlett-Packard 2802-A platinum resistance thermoply added 5% and 10% water to snow samples at 0 0 C meter and zeroed in a common ice bath. and found that alcohol calorimetry gave us 7.4% and 14.5% readings respectively. This error was consistent Sample water content with the higher readings given above and gives us An obvious way to prepare snow of known water greater confidence in our power measurement procecontent is simply to add to dry snow at 0 0 C known dure than in our alcohol calorimetry. amounts of water also at 0 0 C. However, there are probWe appreciate the comment of a reviewer who has lems with this method. One of these is obtaining unicalled our attention to the fact that E. Brun (1989) had form mixing. Another is that if either the snow or the previously used dielectric heating at 20 kHz to change water is too cold, some of the water will freeze. If the the water content of snow by melting. In that paper, water is slightly too warm, some of the ice will melt.
Brun did not discuss his measurement of power. Most importantly each time the watercontent is chaaged, we must work with a new and possibly fundamentally
Monitoring dimensional change different sample that inevitably will be mixed and
In preliminary experiments, we used a capacitance packed differently. What we would like to do is to vary cell that had vertical plates 10 cm square separated by 2
To linear transducer I 6 inn. cm. A vertical structure was used so that if waterdrained a continuous record of the position of the top plate. This away from the top of the sample, good electrical contact also allowed us to correct for changes in sample thickwould be maintained over most of the sample and a ness when calculating conductivity and dielectric congood average measurement would still be made. Howstant. ever, we found that even a very small amount of moisture caused the sample to shrink away from the plates.
Overall design This we attribute to capillarity at low water contents. At
Except where noted, all the measurements reported high water contents, there was also shrinkage due to the here were made using one of two sample cells. The first melting of ice. Thus we changed our basic design to a is shown in Figure 8 . The housing is made of buildinghorizontal cell (Fig. 8) and included in it a device for grade dense Styrofoam having an R value of 6 for a Imonitoring the sample thickness by mechanically linkin. thickness (thermal conductivity of 0.024 W/m K). ing the top plate to a high resolution potentiometer on
The electrodes are of thin copper foil to minimize the top of the sample cell. The resistance of the potentiomeheat capacity. They are unguarded for fringing capter was monitored on a chart recorder, which provided acitance. The guard terminal of the bridge is connected to the aluminum case of the oven. On top of the upper temperature of the sample. Figure 9 shows the design of electrode and insulated from it both thermally and electhe second cell that we used. This was a guarded cell trically is a brass disk that provides a constant gravitausing 1/4-in. stainless steel electrodes. The loading protional loading of 1027 N/m2 (about 0. 15 lb/in.2). This is vided by this cell was 306 N/m2. In all other respects it done to ensure that all samples in these experiments was very similar. (We show later that loading itself has have the same packing, thus eliminating one possible a negligible effect on our measurements except as it variable. A rod from this plate drives the precision changes density. The density of each sample was sepapotentiometer to provide displacement measurements rately measured.) Each cell itself was placed inside a as the sample thickness changes. A thermistor bead in thick walled aluminum "oven,"which was in turn inside contact with the bottom of the bottom plate monitors the the commercial freezer. The oven was wound with re- sistance wire through which DC current was passed to conductivity requires an accurate knowledge of sample maintain the desired temperature. This was controlled dimensions, which are used in calculating the cell by a thermistor sensor and Cole-Palmer Model 2158 capacitance and the effects of fringing. The dominant temperature controller. The oven temperature was indeuncertainty is in sample thickness. We estimate a compendently monitored and was normally maintained at bined uncertainty of 10% in absolute value and a reso--1 (±0.5) °C.
lution of better than 1%. Density is measured by weigh- Figure 10 is a diagram of the electricai connections ing the sample to better than 1% and measuring its to the test cell. Stray capacitances due to shielding of the thickness after the cell has been assembled. The absoleads, etc., are shown in dotted lines. Since the source is lute accuracy is estimated to be 10%, the accuracy of of low impedance, C 1 has negligible effect. Because of changes about 0.1%. We can resolve a change of thickthe bridge design, C 2 and C 3 can be neglected. Because ness of 0.01 mm while thickness is accurate to 1 mm. RI is so small, it has a negligible effect on the measureTemperatures are ordinarily measured with an accuracy ment of V and C 4 of this magnitude can be neglected.
ofO.2°C and a resolution of 0.01 °C. Overall we believe The performance characteristics are as follows: Cr our water content is accurate to 0. 1 times the reading and Gr are ordinarily measured to 4 or more significant ±+0.5%, and our values for conductivity and dielectric figureswithanaccuracyof0.1%overmostoftherange.
constant are accurate to 10% of the reading with a However, to translate this into dielectric constant and resolution of better than 1%. Properties we would always be comparing different samples. Thus One or more samples of each snow harvesi were we used a cell with a bottom plate of copper and changed melted and the conductivity and pH of each determined, the top plate without disturbing the sample. Top plates In addition an impurity analysis was made. The results of aluminum, copper, stainless steel and a blocking are summarized in Table 1 . Not surprisingly, there is a electrode formed by insulating the top plate with a very strong correlation between the NaCl concentration and thin layer of polyethylene were used. Measurements the conductivity of the melt. It may also be of interest were made from 50 Hz to 50 kHz with very similar that the charge of the total anions minus the total cations results in each case. The maximum difference in Cp, is positive for the twolowest pHsnows and negative for which was found at 50 Hz, was only 12%. That in Gp that having the highest value, was only 8%. We conclude that the electrode contribuSince the same snow harvest was used for a number tion was not a serious problem. of experiments at different times and since properties such as density and grain size vary with time, each
Sample distribution in the cell specific sample is identified by an (arabic) experiment Anotherconcem was thatourresults might be signifnumber. Table 2 is an index to the samples.
icantly influenced by an undetected variation of the distribution of snow in the cell. Snow was typically 
CONTROL EXPERIMENTS Effects of pressure
As explained earlier, a standard sample loading was At various times during our experiments, questions used to eliminate possible variations due to pressure arose about possible sources of error. Each time we tried effects. However, the following experiment was done to to devise experiments to check these. Although they explore the matter. A sample was measured with the were conducted as the questions arose, they are grouped standard load. Then incremental loads of 500 g were together in this section.
added and the sample remeasured with each addition. Each time the samples became slightly more comElectrode materials pacted and the values of Cp and Gp increased by 2-3%.
A recurrent question in our early experiments was
But when all the extra loading was removed, the values whether part of the dispersion we were seeing was an remained almost unchanged. We conclude that the electrode effect characteristic of the electrode material.
observed increases were due to increases in density, not To explore this, we varied electrode materials. A probpressure. Later experiments on the effect of density (VI lem with just using cells of various materials is that then B) confirm the large effect of density. 
DIELECTRIC EXPERIMENTS FOR
minutes as if the sample were relaxing slightly after be-WET AND DRY SNOW ing loaded. Then the gradual packing at zero degrees, followed by a sharp decrease at C as ice melts followed Experiments on aged snow by successive decreases at E and G. These last two deBecause it was late December 1989 before we were creases do not stop abruptly with the cessation of power. able to harvest fresh snow,many of our experiments had Moreover, the rate of drop is not as great as the first, to use snow that had been harvested in the previous even though the power is larger. We suggest that capilMarch (snow I). This snow had already been on the lary forces may play a significant role in the first and that ground for a week or more before it was collected. Conthe others are dominated by volume loss due to melting siderable metamorphosis had already taken place when and rearrangement of the grains. The situation is illusit was first used. Its characteristics are listed in Table 1 . trated in Figure 13 in which the electrode separation is Figure 11 is a microphotograph of its structure taken in shown to change as the water content is changed by March of 1990 when it was almost ayear old. At the time heating. of these measurements, a typical grain dimension was Data for samples 1,2 and 3 are shown in Figures 14-about 2 mm. For these experiments, cell I (Fig. 8 ) was 16. These measurements were all made using cell I with used.
24 Figure 12 , a plot of temperature, power and sample thickness, illustrates how the experiments were con-E2 ducted. The sample was placed in the cell at about -6 0 C, " 2 which was placed in the "oven" at -0.5°C. sample internally almost to zero. A second frequency , scan was then made. At about 62 minutes (point C), the 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
heating power was again turned on briefly until D. % Water
During this time ice was melted. Again a frequency scan Figure 13 . Electrode separation vspercent water was run, followed by another heat pulse, etc. Note the for sample 3, which shows the sample shrinking gradual rise in the sample thickness for about the first 30 as percent water increases. I~.
copper foil electrodes. The curves for the log 10conduc-sample was heated to very close to zero using 20 kHz, as tivity vs log10 frequency changetheircurvaturein going explained, and measured again. Thereafter, increments from dry snow to even slightly damp snow. Then the of heat were added to melt some snow, and frequency predominant change is a steady rise of the values with scans were run after each increment. Figures 17-23 water content. The increase with frequency is slow and show the data for these samples both as plots of the log almost linear. The curves for the logl0 of apparent diconductivity and logl0 dielectric constant vs log freelectric constant k also show a sudden change in going quency and as Cole diagrams. These data, while coverfrom dry snow to wet snow. Here again there is strong ing the same general range of values, differ in detail sample-to-sample similarity except for the highest frefrom one another and from the earlier measurements. quency points of sample 1. The log 10 of K falls roughly in proportion to the log 10 of frequency. It was shown in Discussion the Modeling by Computer section that this type of disOur major experimental results are summarized in persion in both the dielectric constant and conductivity Figures 14-23 . Numerical values are tabulated in Apis characteristic of a system having a number of Debye pendix A. For detailed information concerning the proprelaxations in parallel, each having a different relaxaerties of any particular sample, see Tables 1 and 2 . The tion time. This is also seen in the Cole plots (Fig. 14- dominant source of absolute error in the measurement of 16c-f).
conductivity and dielectric constant is the sample thickWe have used above the term "apparent dielectric ness. This is less than 10%. However, the conductance constant" because at low frequencies we frequently find and capacitance were measured to 0.1% or better. We values greatly exceeding that for pure ice or pure water.
believe that the major source of error in the water content Thus the microscopic geometry of the sample must be was inaccuracy in the power measurement. This might very different from the geometry of our cell. There may cause an error between samples such that one sample be conducting paths that make the effective plate area measured at 8% might have the same water content as much greater than the true plate area and the effective another measured at 10%. But measurements on the plate separation small. By the same argument, the term same sample should be ordered so that the relative errors "effective conductivity" might be used. In the interest of are considerably less. brevity, we will drop the word "effective" in the reThe general features of the dielectric data for all mainder of this report.
samples show a rather large low-frequency conductivity The data for these three samples, all from snow LA, rising monotonically with frequency. This is compatible form a consistent set for 10 different watercontents. For with a conductivity made up of two parts, a frequencyzero water content, they result in almost identical specindependent ionic conductivity (protons) to which is tra, giving us confidence in the reproducibility of our added a conductivity resulting from one or more dielecexperiments. When the water contents of different extric dispersions. The dielectric constant data show these periments are close, the spectra are very similar. This dispersions more clearly and indicate a range of dispertends to confirm our estimates of the reliability of the sions. The Cole plots show a range of dispersions in the water content (± 1%). They were all taken within a space low-frequency range centered in the region of 100-200 of 10 days. The data for samples 13 and 16 (Fig. 17 and Hz and often a range of dispersions in the kilohertz 18) are for snow sample 1B, which was harvested with range. In general, both the conductivity and the dielecsample IA but from a different region and has a different tric constant rise with water content. On many samples, conductivity and pH. These data were taken six months there is a change in curvature from concave up to conlater than those for snow IA and with the cell of Figure cave down on the logl 0 conductivity and log 1 0 dielectric 9. The figures are very different indeed, a fact that is constant vs frequency plots as the sample changes from discussed in the Discussion below., dry to wet. For dry snow, there appears to be a general tendency Experiments on new snow for the low-frequency conductivity to be proportional to After the winter snowfall began, we were able to exthe H+ ion concentration and for the low-frequency periment with different snows. For all of these we used dielectric constant to be proportional to the square root the stainless steel cell of Figure 9 . The center plate and of the H+ concentration. This is shown in Figure 24 , in first ring were connected together as one electrode and which are plotted the 50-Hz values of log conductivity the outer two electrodes connected to the guard. (In the (circles) and log dielectric constant (crosses) as funccase of sample 10, all three outer rings were connected tions of pH (the negative log H' ion concentration) of the to guard.) The procedure was essentially the same as meltwater of the various snows. Other ionic impurities that used in A. First, frequency runs were made on the seem to have little effect. This suggests that the lowsample when it was several degrees below zero, then the frequency conductivity is the result of proton hopping. Roman numerals.
80 1 (Fig. 14-16 ) and snow IB (Fig. 17, 18 ). The very low, quency, a relation can be found between either parameter and the water content. Figure 26 is such a cut. It These data have been corrected for temperature. To shows the variation with water content of the dielectric correct for density is more tenuous because, as will be constant at 5 kHz on a log-log plot. For a given snow, the seen, ourdensity effect measurements gave rather ragged data fall in a well-ordermd sequence on a straight line. curves and were all made at -9"C. When we do attempt
Where we report data on niore than one sample of the to correct for density, the points are moved as indicated same snow, different symbols are used for each sample by the arrows. Except for snow V, the general tendenbut the points fall on nearly the same lines. This consiscies remain. But the effect on snow V is catastrophic.
tency builds confidence in our techniques. However, no Possibly grain size plays a role here because samples IV two different snows lie on the same line. We have found and V, for which the correction is largest, are the no slice of this kind that appears to be useful for detersamples with the finest grains. Exploring the questions mining water content. Although there is an easily mearaised by Figure 24 may be a fruitful area for future surable variation of both the dielectric constant and research.
conductivity spectra with water content, no relation has The relationship between low-frequency conducbeen found that works well with all snows. There appear tance of the snow and the hydrogen ion concentration to be too many variables to sort out. helps to explain the great difference between snow IA We have tried several strategies to discover a way to use our data to determine water content of snow. Defrequency in hertz and A, B and C are the parameters spite clear trends of the dielectric data with water con-(see Table 3 ). We could fit the data for samples 1,2 and tent, they are not free enough from variations due to 3 with an equation Af-I+ Bf"0"5 + C. However, we other parameters to allow us to work backward from were unable to find a three-parameter polynomial form dielectric measurements to water content. One scheme which would fit all of our data. Note that the snow used was to fit our dielectric constant data with a polynomial in samples 1, 2 and 3 was of type IA, having very large of as low an order as we could in the hope that the grains and large conductivity. coefficients would serve to catalog our samples. If there Another approach was to use the data describing the were orderly variations in these that could be related to form of the various Cole plots, that is, the center frewater content, then we might have a useful tool. We quencies of the majorgroups ofdispersions, the strengths found that we could fit all of our data for samples [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] of these groups as indicated by the diameters of the Cole using an equation, Af-0 " 5 + B + Cf 0.5, where f is the circles, and the distance below K"= 0 of the centers of these circles (which is an indication of the breadth of the THE EFFECT OF DENSITY distribution of the dispersions). In the case of two groups of dispersions, this would require a total of six A series of experiments in which samples of dry parameters per sample. These data are given in Table 4. snow at -9°C were subjected to unconfined compresNo strong dependence on water content is evident, alsion was undertaken to determine how sample density though there does seem to be a clear tendency for the affected the dielectric properties. A guarded ring cell, strength of the dispersions to increase with water cononeelectrodeof which wasdriven by amicrometer, was tent for those samples having no clear high-frequency constructed of stainless steel (Fig. 27) . The cell was dispersion. Again we find a profound difference beplaced on its side in an aluminum box which was loosely tween snow IA and all of the others. filled with snow. Bridge measurements were then made at 50 Hz, 500 Hz, 5 kHz and 50 kHz. The micrometer results are shown in Figures 28-36. Figures 28-32 show was turned to somewhat compress the sample and a new frequency spectra for conductivity and dielectric confrequency spectrum was run. This process was repeated stant with density as a parameter. Both increase someseveral times to produce data over a range of densities.
what regularly with density in a mannerroughly proporIn all, samples of four different snows were run in this tional to the initial magnitude. The scatter in the data manner with two different samples of one snow. The from sample to sample is emphasized when the conduc- ar tjsrn) tivity and dielectric constant are plotted against density the trends and the variability. At the bottom of Table 5 for three given frequencies with the sample as a parais given the average for the first four samples, which meter (Figures 33-36 ). Sample 8 (snow IB) is clearly have approximately the same density range. This gives anomalous as is sample 9 (snow II) to a lesser extent.
an overall idea of how density differences among samEach snow behaves in a fairly orderly way but each is ples may affect their dielectric response. somewhat unique. To illustrate this more fully, Table 5 Figure 37 is a plot of the difference between the congives the ratio of K for maximum density to K for miniductivity at 50 kHz and that at 50 Hz vs density for dry mum density and the same for conductivity. This shows snow. This difference in conductivity is roughly pro- shown (-9 C). -(2 0 one X appearsfor a given density, the highLog Density (g/cm 3 ) er the mark, the higher the water content.
portional to density, not surprising when one considers possible more than a rough estimate of density from that it represents the parallel sum of the conductances measurements of a or K. Similar data for samples havwhich appear in all of the Debye dispersions making up ing a small water content, from 1% to 3%, are shown in the sample. Because each sample has a different dis- Figure 40 . The same tendency is present; but the values tribution of dispersions, we would expect each to beof K are shifted upward by roughly 50% from those for have differently in detail. Note that the data converge dry snow. toward the origin as they should. We were surprised that a similar plot of the dielectric constant difference vs density (Fig. 38) showed a very broad scatter and only CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS a very general tendency to increase with density.
Detailed discussion will be found in each appropriHowever for dry snow close to the melting point, we ate section. Here we summarize our major observations see in Figure 39 that the log10 of dielectric constant at 5 and comment on possibly useful further studies. kHz increases nearly proportionally to the logl 0 of density. Thus the dielectric constant at 5 kHz is roughly Technique proportional to the density. Unfortunately, the band of The electrical heating procedure developed for invalues in both Figures 37 and 39 is too broad to make crementally melting the snow in order to vary the water content works very well. By improving the power meascentration and seems quite insensitive to other ions (see urement. particularly by improving the measurement of Fig. 24 ). Thus proton hopping seems to be the dominant phase, controlofwatercontent can be mademore sensiprocess. If this were a surface conductivity, we would tive. While the accuracy of the present system was adeexpect a large effect of grain size,of which we fiuid a hint quate to our needs, greater precision might make possiin the discussion of Figure 24 . At -9'C, we would not ble very useful experiments. For example, at temperaexpect large surface conductivity for ice, but it might be turesclosetothemeltingpoint, the surface properties of important as the melting point was approached. As ice are believed to change markedly. The mobility of noted above, our mechanism for heating would seem protons near the surface is greatly enhanced and the well suited to such studies. material is often said to become "liquid like." One It was shown in Figure 37 that the difference between would like to study this phenomenon in a system like the high-frequency conductivity and the low-frequency snow in which the surface-to-volume ratio is high.
conductivity was roughly proportional to density but Well-controlled electrical heating of the kind we have that the proportionality was different for different samused should make it possible to change the temperature pies. No such relation seemed to hold for the differences of the whole sample uniformly at temperatures close to in dielectric constant. But there was a proportionality 0°C. Dielectric measurements should then be responfor the dielectric constant measured at 5 kHz. sive to changes in the surface properties.
Pressure of itself seems to have little or no effect on Our technique of monitoring the electrode separathe dielectric properties of dry snow. This would indition also makes it possible to study the dimensional cate that the contact pressure between grains plays only changes of a system under constant load as the water a small role in determining the electrical properties of content changes. We suggest that interesting mechanidry snow. (This tentative result should be followed up cal information about snow, and possibly othersystems, by more extensive experiments.) However, the change may be obtained by exploring dimensional changes in in density resulting from pressure is very important. this way, particularly at temperatures close to the meltAlthough based on only five different snows, our ing point. We believe that this technique could be made measurements suggest that the low-frequency conducmore sensitive with more sophisticated apparatus and tivity of dry snow is proportional to the hydrogen ion that an effort at such improvement would be worthconcentration and that the low-frequency dielectric while, constant is proportional to the sq,'are root of the hydroThe consistency of the data gives some confidence in gen ion concentration. To explore this further would the reliability of the technique. Forexample. the data for seem to be a fairly simple and useful project. If proton samples 1, 2 and 3. all from snow IA, form a consistent hopping is the dominant process for low-frequency set for 10 different water contents. Their spectra at zero conduction in dry snow, activation energy measurewater content and approximately the same temperature ments in this region might provide some confirmation are very nearly the same (see Fig. 14-16 ).
and useful information relating to bulK and surface processes. This too should be a straightforward experiMeltwater ment. Room temperature analysis of the meltwater of the various snows shows a wide range of impurities, Ca and Wet snow SO4 being the most abundant ions. The details are given in Table I . Figure 25 shows that the conductivity is Mechanical dominated by NaCI except at the lowest values. It may Because of the sensitivity of our apparatus for meaalso be of interest that the total anions minus the total suring the thickness of the sample, we were able to cations is the most positive for the lowest pH and most monitor the dimensional change as the water content negative for the two highest values of pH. We believe increased. There was a steep change at the start and then that a continuing program of routine collection and a rather uniform change as the water content increased. analysis of fresh snow might be useful. Much analysis
The steep change at the start we attribute to capillarity of this kind is done in connection with acid rain studies, and possibly to liquid-like surface states as the temperabut in the work with which we are familiar, rain and tureapproachesveryclosetozero.Ourtechniqueseems snow are sometimes collected together and periodically well suited to studying this process in more detail. analyzed.
Electrical Dry snow
We have developed a body of data for five different For dry snow (at about -9 0 C), the low-frequency snows which is as detailed and complete as time and conductivity is proportional to the hydrogen-ion confacilities permitted. It is presented in a form making it availaDle for further analysis. The dominant properties
Freezing calorimetry, alcohol calorimetry, dilution and affecting the dielectric spectra are water content, densicapacitance are compared and believed to be accurate to ty and pH of the melt water. Grain size seems to be im- Analyzes the errors inherent in many types of measurewere three important properties, they might be sepaAnaz The errors inherent in many types omsrable in this way.) We were able to fit much, but not all, tent, te fator ang eorosin liquidw tent, water saturation and porosity are discussed. of our data with one equation. In the other approach we analyzed our data in terms of Cole plot parameters Colbeck, S. (1973) Theory of metamorphism of wet (Table 4 ). In neither did we establish a method by which snow. USA Cold Regions Research and Engineering these data might be used to evaluate the water content of Laboratory, Research Report 313. an unknown sample. However, we think it might be A fundamental treatment using thermodynamics to preinteresting to try to deconvolute these spectra by assumdict the rate of grain growth in snow. ing that water content, density, grain size and possibly Denoth, A., A. Fogler, P. Wieland, C. MAtzler, H. hydrogen ion concentration each affect the spectra in its Aebischer, M. Tiuri and A. Sihvola (1984) The comparown characteristic way and that they combine in a linear ative study of instruments for measuring the liquid way to produce the measured spectra.
water content of snow. Journal of Applied Physics, 56(7): 2154-2160.
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